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Cover Photo: The members on their day out trip to Ropley and St
Albans South Signal Box (Jamie Brooker)
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Welcome, this is my first edition of the signal after George Cooper sadly
decided to step down from the roll. I aim to meet the high standards that he
had when producing the newsletter and hope that you will find this edition an
interesting read.
You never really realize how much work goes into these newsletters
until you sign up to do the job and as I’m sat here writing this I realized that
the due date for the signal draws ever closer and I’m still missing some articles.
However, I’m sure it will come together in a short space of time and
that this edition will provide an insight into the activities that have been taking
place whilst the project has been closed to visitors.
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Written by Peter Chatfield
Seven months into our period of ‘closure’, with under one year to go before we reopen, how is the Romsey Signal Box Project doing? Has it lost momentum? Is it dying a
slow death? I’ll tell you how we’re doing – we’re doing just great!
Can I single out three items of headline news:
1.
Look at the inside of the Signal Box. I hope you will agree that it has been
superbly repainted, thanks to the dedicated efforts of Keith and Dave, and it now also
has authentic lino flooring.
2.
Behind the scenes, Dick, James and others have diligently prepared the
spec for our forthcoming new exhibition building, which we are delighted to have
received confirmation of various applications for funding. We now only need to get
final planning permission and the start button will be pressed on our exciting new
project.
3.
It took 15 years, and has been the subject of endless speculation as to
when it would finally be finished – I am absolutely thrilled to report that Cowley Bridge
Junction is, at last, ready to go.
Those are just the headlines. There’s plenty of other things to report.
Our younger folks – Jamie, Tom, Ben, Josh, Matthew – have been very active with
much of the site works, and also in restoring some of our various railway artefacts. Gav,
as usual, doing anything and everything involving the site. Neil, the usual variety of
jobs, but especially the gardening – for which we also need to
thank Dave and others. David and Marion Canning, also Janet,
for demos and engaging with visitors (while we were open).
Steve and the Signals and Telecommunications Group for
finally getting all the outside signals working. George for the
newsletter – now passed on to Jamie. Dave and others for the
fantastic website blogs – so important for us as a ‘living,
thriving’ project.
And I am personally especially grateful to Dick, James and
Ted for the very considerable work that we don’t see, but
which is absolutely crucial dealing with matters concerning the
housing development and Croudace; and also grateful to Dick
for organizing this year’s two open days.
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I should also mention last September’s Heritage Open Days event, organized by Dick
– excellent visitor numbers….
If I’ve missed anyone out – many apologies and please tell me!
So, as we look back on our achievements, we can surely say that it has been
another successful year.
But what lies in store for us when we re-open is something rather special. I’m telling
you: Romsey Signal Box Project will be transformed by the time of our re-opening.
Transformed in two ways:
First, the visibility of this site will be much increased. Houses adjacent to us will be
occupied. A public right of way will extend from the railway station, over the canal, and
round the perimeter of this site. We need to exploit this by a parallel ‘high visibility’ or
high profile on our website. I believe this visibility will help to increase our visitor
numbers, and generate a modest, but nevertheless invaluable, increase in the number
of our active volunteers.
Second, our Project will be transformed by the quantity and the quality of what we
offer. Quantity: Two signal boxes for the price of one! – Romsey and Cowley Bridge.
Two exhibition buildings – the new one giving us much needed space not just for
Cowley Bridge, but also space for themed displays for special events, and a proper
space for merchandise.
Quality: The quality of the restoration
of the Signal Box – inside and soon the
outside too. The sheer quality and visual
attractiveness of the Cowley Bridge
exhibit. But also, and here I must refer
to the excellent conducted tour of the St
Albans Signal Box site we had during our
social visit in June, we need to ensure
good planning so that our visitors get
the most out of a visit that will be, not
just Romsey Signal Box and the Visitor
Centre, but rather an insight into various
aspects and methods of signalling.
There will be many challenges ahead – but when it comes to Romsey Signal Box I’m
no bear; I’m a bull - and I’m bullish about the future. I hope you are too.
Photo above: Newly re decorated inside of the Signal Box (David Trewern)
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Written by Neil Kearns
The 2013/14 membership year ended with 49 paid up members.
So far this year 23 members have renewed their membership of The Friends of
Romsey Signal Box.
You can now pay membership subscriptions online with Online Banking. Please
add as a reference your name, and the word 'Subs'. Please then indicate on the
form that you have paid by online banking. We are, of course, still happy to
receive subscriptions by cheque or by cash, if in person. Below are our account
details:
Account Number: 01037221 Sort Code: 30-97-14
Please contact me if you cannot remember whether or not you have paid and I
can check the records. It does make my life easier if I don't have to chase
members individually!
Thanks for your support. Neil
If you would like to become a member, please visit our website and download a
membership form.
Annual full membership is £5, Concession membership is £2.50.

Photo above: Part of a railway style sign (Jamie Brooker)
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Cowley Bridge Junction Progress
Written by Peter Chatfield and Alan Johnstone
All Pictures with thanks to Adrian Putley
As Cowley Bridge Junction - Romsey Signal Box Project’s ‘second signal box’ - nears
completion, it is tempting to indulge in the nostalgia for times past that is the hallmark of
railway enthusiasts who remember those ‘good old
days’…. And it’s particularly satisfying when younger
enthusiasts, who never knew steam or semaphores
in their heyday, discover this ‘atmosphere’, whether
via railway photo books, of which of course there are
legions, via the many wonderful heritage railways –
and now, soon, via our very own recreation of
Cowley Bridge Junction Signal Box itself.
Older Romsey Friends will no doubt
recall Cowley Bridge ‘mark one’, which
travelled to many exhibitions, and inspired a good few people to join Romsey Signal Box
Project. But Cowley Bridge ‘mark two’ is something special. It is a high-quality quarter-size
replica of the GWR 44-lever frame together with full size block shelf, signal box diagram
and instruments. It will of course be linked to a computer simulator, courtesy of Alan
Johnston’s expert wizardry. But, like Romsey itself, signaling operations at Cowley Bridge
will be entirely those of a mechanical signal box.
Photo: Cowley Bridge Junction Signal Box

To understand the attraction is to be aware of
what operations were like in the Exeter area. Brunel’s
GWR runs from Paddington through Exeter St David’s
to Plymouth and Penzance. Meanwhile, the ‘Atlantic
Coast Express’ ran from Waterloo via the Southern’s
Salisbury-Exeter line, through Exeter Central, down
the sharp gradient into St Davids (past Exeter
Photo: Exeter Middle Signal Box
West box), then up through the complex of
passenger and goods lines east of St Davids to Cowley Bridge, where it came off the GWR
and re-joined the SR for North Devon. Thus, Cowley Bridge’s unique attraction as the
starting point for what became known as ‘The Withered Arm’ – that once extensive SR
network to Ilfracombe, Padstow, and Plymouth via Tavistock, drastically cut back postBeeching in the 1960s.
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Until the mid-1960s, the signalman at Cowley
Bridge enjoyed quite a sight of classic machinery:
Castles and Halls etc on the GWR/WR line; West
Country’s on the SR; and even at the end of steam,
classic WR diesel hydraulics – Westerns, Warships,
Hymeks.
And so to the signaling….and here we
acknowledge the difference between Southern and
Great Western practice. Western lower
Photo: Exeter Middle Signal Box Signals
quadrants, as opposed to Southern upper
quadrant. Western wood or tubular posts, as opposed to Southern rail-built or lattice.
Western signals, characteristically, often sited ‘wrong side of the line’ to improve visibility
on left hand bends, as opposed to the greater tendency to provide a bracket signal on the
Southern. Special bell codes at Cowley Bridge to assist fluid running between ‘the Junction’
and the Exeter complex of lines. And don’t
forget the old Western way of not using
code 1 ‘call attention’ before giving 2-1 train
out of section, or acknowledging it!
The trains, signals, signal boxes and
operations in the Exeter area were a feast
for the eyes and ears. I hope that the
photos convey some of this special
atmosphere – more will be picked up when
Cowley Bridge Junction goes live at
Photo: Exeter St Davids Signals
Romsey….

Photo Left: Cowley Bridge
Junction Model Lever frame
and block shelf – made and
renovated by Alan
Johnstone (Dick Hewett)
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Written by Jamie Brooker
Croudace took over the school at the
beginning of last year and this meant we could sadly
no longer open to the public. Over this time they have
been extremely busy doing lots of work to landscape
the area and, of course, build the houses.
Photo: The site early this year (David
The site looked like this when we last gave
Trewern)
you an update in the signal. Now there have
been major changes to the school site that
have really changed the atmosphere.
If you were to look over the fence now,
you may not recognize the site. All the
show houses are up (right by the road
entrance) and they are making good

Photo: New flats (David Trewern)
progress with the houses that back onto
the canal. (Picture to the right)
The lower parts of the flats are
coming along nicely and most importantly,
our car park has been laid (Picture below).
Another interesting addition is the bridge
over the canal. This will hopefully
provide better access to the signal box
for train passengers and passersby.

Photo: Some of the new houses

Photo: The new car park [left] and the new canal bridge [right] (David Trewern)
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Written by Gavin Brooker
Throughout 2014, work has continued, despite the closure of the Signal box to
the public. It could almost be said that more work can be completed on the work
days as there are no public around, meaning more ‘hazardous’ work can be carried
out. For a start, the signal box interior. This was carried out by Dave and Keith with
help from Peter who did a fantastic job of brightening up the signal box, as I’m sure
Dave will tell you in his maintenance report. But they did not stop there, the
dynamic duo have now moved on to complete two sides of the signal box exterior
and are now starting on a third. I would like to take this opportunity to say a huge
thanks to them and for all the work they do.
For myself and the other members, we have continued with other roles around
the site:
 Neil has continued working with the gardens along with other members.
 Ben has done a fantastic job of renovating an old boundary marker, he is
just finishing the painting.
 Peter has re-varnished the block instruments and bells.
 Younger members (Tom, Josh, Matthew and James) have been carrying out
the odd jobs, helping with the gardens and recently started to learn the
operations that go on in the signal box.
 Jamie has started work on renovating the ground frame, he has primed
most of the bigger pieces, just a few small pieces left and then the top coat
can be applied.
 The signal ladders are just waiting for a top coat and the bracket to fix
them to the signals needs to be made.
 And of course the new fencing has been put up around the perimeter of our
site.
Next year we look forward to seeing the completion of the signals – lamp stand
added to rail signal, light added to rail signal and ladders added to the new lattice post
signals. A display of 4, 3 and 2 aspect signals will be created on site to demonstrate the
features of multi-aspect signaling. The signal box renovation will continue (this may be
delayed late into next year, weather depending). We hope to finish the installation of
the facing point lock. Some of the fencing around the track will need replacing to make
the site safe, this needs to be done before we re-open. And the obvious addition will be
that of the new building to house Cowley Bridge Junction while it is not out at shows.
Once the New Year arrives we will be getting ready to open again, we will be
ensuring everything is working and the site is to visitor standards. We hope to have the
Cowley Bridge building up (and maybe even have the display on site) and we will start
to look at getting the gardens ready for the grand re-opening. We look forward to
having visitors on site again.
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Written by Dave Trewern
The routine maintenance is still taking a back seat during the planned closure period.
We were however open for two days recently; Saturday the 5th July and Sunday
the 13th July. I therefore had to give some priority to my normal job of maintaining
things in proper working order before we opened.
I dedicated a day to completing my normal PPM (planned, preventative
maintenance) round. When I first took on this role I compiled a list of regular
maintenance jobs and created a checklist with tick boxes to make life easier. This
also ensures that nothing is forgotten. Armed with my checklist and pen, grease gun,
oilcan and cloths I proceeded to run around the site lubricating and checking
everything that was likely to move. Well, perhaps not run exactly! I was forced to
stop for cups of tea at regular intervals naturally.
One problem I had to solve was the fact that the points were not operating
properly. This was cured fairly quickly and I paid particular
attention to the lubrication in this area.
During the slowdown in maintenance activities I am
continuing to assist with the signal box redecoration. The
inside is now complete and looks much better. We have now
moved on to the
outside and are
working on the east
face.
Photo: Redecorating inside (Jamie Brooker)
Most of this has
now been stripped of
Photo: East face being redecorated (David Trewern)
the old paint and primer
applied. The next step is to fill where required, sand down again and then apply the
undercoat and gloss finishes.
We are hoping to complete this face and the south one by the time the weather
turns.
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Written and photographed by Jamie Brooker
After many years of deliberation, the members of Romsey Signal Box
finally got their act together and decided to go out to visit some of the other
preserved signal boxes in the country. The ides has been in the pipeline for a
couple of years now but it was only this year that we pulled ourselves together
to actually do something. It was arranged
that the members would travel to two
preserved signal boxes; Ropley Signal Box,
on the Mid Hants line and St Albans Signal
box, a project similar to Romsey.
On Saturday the 14th of June David
Trewern, Keith Phillips, Gavin Brooker, Jamie
Brooker, Peter Chatfield, Janet Payne, Ben
Cook, Tom, Roger Pleasant and Dick Hewett
(who kindly provided transport in the form of a mini bus) set out from Romsey
for a fun filled day of signal box-ing.
Photo: Members in the bus
Upon arriving at Ropley station we were met
by the smell of steam trains and the ringing of block bells
from a working signal box. Although it was a bit of a
squeeze, the eleven members plus one signalman plus
Jim Russell from the organization were all able to stand
in the signal box and watch/get in the way of the
signalman going about his duties. It was a nice change
to be in a ‘live’ signal box and there was a different atmosphere you can’t get from a
simulated signal box, one of urgency to be on time and of control/power.
Photo: Members inside Ropley S.B
After this bit of signal box excitement, it was sadly back to
the world of simulated trains as the members headed off to
St Albans Signal box which, none the less, is an equally
good experience. After a pub lunch with the members at St
Albans, it was finally time for the long awaited tour of the
project.
Photo: St Albans Signal box
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We started with a tour of the site and museum, looking at
the spotless gardens and some of the fantastic artifacts
that St Albans have/have on loan. We had a great chance
to have a hands on experience with the ground frames
and had a go at working their tablet machine in the
museum (only there for demonstration, not used at St
Albans).
Photo: St Albans Signal box Frame and members
Once the members had had a good look around, they headed up stairs into the main
attraction, the signal box itself. It had a different
feeling about it to that of Romsey: It was a lot
bigger (it does have double the levers than
Romsey), St Albans is a different railway company so
looks different and the signal box is actually line side
so you get the realistic feel of trains passing (and
you can literally feel the trains passing as the
building wobbles when they speed past at 90MPH!).
Photo: view from St Albans Signal box
We had a fantastic talk from the members getting a more in-depth demonstration
and more background history than usual. They gave us a demonstration of the box
being operated and then they handed over the lever cloth to us,
and let us have a go. I boldly stepped up to the frame and
braced myself for a fast moving operating session. It was a great
chance to operate a different box and have the pressure of doing
things in the right order and to time (the St Albans section is
short but high speed and I had little knowledge of the
levers/locking). I was doing surprisingly well, apart from having
issues seeing the diagram from the end of the frame, until I
broke their simulator… After this, I decided I would let the others
have a go and not destroy their simulator further.
Photo: Inside St Albans Signal box
All in all, a good day with everyone enjoying themselves and this was evident as
plans have already been made for a second trip, ideas such as the Isle of Wight
Steam railway and Brading Signal box visit or one to the Swanage Railway. These
trips are open to all members, so if any members are interes ted please contact Peter
Chatfield for further details/information when the next trip is finalized. Alternat ively,
if you are not a member and would like to attend, why not become a member,
contact Neil Kearns or visit the website for information.
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Written by Neil Kearns - part two.

Continuing the theme of concrete, there are still many Southern Railway/Region
concrete prefabricated items around the national network. Some are well hidden,
others are major stations.
In the wilds of the New Forest, south of Beaulieu Road
station are these two concrete huts. They were built by
the hundred and found anywhere from Padstow to
Margate. The angled corners were incorporated so the
completed frame could be conveyed by train and lifted
onto a pre prepared base. The wall panels and chimney
were fitted later. From memory, these concrete huts were
cold and damp and needed the open fire all year round.
Photo: Concrete P way hut Beaulieu Road 31 May
2010

Another widespread example of
prefabricated structures was concrete
footbridges. Again these were designed
to be transported by train and erected
from standardized parts. This one at
Brockenhurst is a few hundred yards
from the station and is still in good
condition. Unfortunately many are
being replaced as many are suffering from concrete spalling off the reinforcing steel or
to provide ramped access bridges.
Photo: Concrete footbridge Brockenhurst 31 May 2010
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Station name boards as well! Dunmere Halt is on the
Bodmin to Padstow cycle route which was once the
LSWR line from Padstow to Bodmin Town. Most of
the station platform constructed from prefabricated
platform sections is still visible.. This line closed in the
mid 1960’s and is part of the national network of
cycle routes.
Photo: Concrete sign and platform sections.
Dunmere Halt 26 Aug 2008

Not all Southern Concrete structures were factory produced components. This bridge
was built in 1938 as part of the Chessington branch which opened in September 1939.

Photo: Malden Manor Bridge 16 Feb 1990
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Surbiton Station was the height of modernity when completed in 1938. By the 1990’s it
did look somewhat run down when the building was “listed” by the Royal Borough of
Kingston upon Thames. The canopies were conventional glazed steel structures. The
whole station has been refurbished with new lights, windows and modern paintwork
and looks if it was built 10 years ago. The original galvanized steel windows were
severely rusted and had to be replaced with modern upvc windows. Surprisingly, they
suit the building very well

Photo: Yeovil Jn - Waterloo. Surbiton 30 June 1993

In the next part, I’ll look at other unconsidered buildings and structures, then perhaps
move on to steam era rolling stock still in use.

Many thanks to Neil for contributing this very interesting article. Part 3 will be
available in forthcoming editions of ‘The Signal’
Photos also used with thanks to Neil.
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Please see AGM minuets

Members present
James Laffeaty, Dick Hewett, Neil Kearns, Peter Chatfield, Gavin Brooker, Jamie
Brooker, Ben Cook, Keith Phillips, Steve Hailes, Janet Payne, Ken Hale
1. Apologies:
Ted Mason, Dave Trewern, George Cooper, Alan Johnston, Mike Walshaw, Stuart
Jones, Simon Cooper, Roger Pleasant, David Canning, Marion Canning, Bill Tyndall, Andy
Moody, Garth Long, Howard Sprenger.
2. The record of the 2013 AGM was accepted. Peter reported that AOB was
picked up by the Friends’ Committee, and he reported the outcome of the
points raised.
3. Chairman’s Report [Peter]
Seven months into our period of ‘closure’, with one year to go before we re-open, how
is Romsey Signal Box Project doing? Has it lost momentum? Is it dying a slow death? I’ll
tell you how we’re doing – we’re doing just great!
Can I single out three items of headline news:
1) Look at the inside of the Signal Box. I hope you will agree that it has been
superbly repainted, thanks to the dedicated efforts of Keith and Dave, and it now
also has authentic lino flooring.
2) Behind the scenes, Dick, James and others have diligently prepared the spec for
our forthcoming new exhibition building, and we now await the outcome of our
application for funding.
3) It took 15 years, and has been the subject of endless speculation as to when it
would finally be finished – I am absolutely thrilled to report that Cowley Bridge
Junction is, at last, ready to go.
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Those are just the headlines. There’s plenty of other things to report.
Our younger folks – Jamie, Tom, Ben, Josh – have been very active with much of
the site works, and also in restoring some of our various railway artefacts. Gav, as
usual, doing anything and everything involving the site. Neil, the usual variety of jobs,
but especially the gardening – for which we also need to thank Dave and others. David
and Marion Canning, also Janet, for demos and engaging with visitors (while we were
open). Steve and the Signals and Telecommunications Group for finally getting all the
outside signals working. George for the newsletter – now passed on to Jamie.
Dave and others for the fantastic website blogs – so important for us as a ‘living,
thriving’ project.
And I am personally especially grateful to Dick, James and Ted for the very
considerable work that we don’t see, but which is absolutely crucial dealing with matters
concerning the housing development and Croudace; and also grateful to Dick for
organizing today’s, and next weekend’s, public opening events. I should also mention last
September’s Heritage Open Days event, organized by Dick – excellent visitor numbers….
If I’ve missed anyone out – many apologies and please tell me!
So, as we look back on our achievements, we can surely say that it has been another
successful year.
But what lies in store for us when we re-open is something rather special. I’m telling
you: Romsey Signal Box Project will be transformed by the time of our re-opening.
Transformed in two ways:
First, the visibility of this site will be much increased. Houses adjacent to us will be
occupied. A public right of way will extend from the railway station, over the canal, and
round the perimeter of this site. We need to exploit this by a parallel ‘high visibility’ or
high profile on our website. I believe this visibility will help to increase our visitor
numbers, and generate a modest, but nevertheless invaluable, increase in the number of
our active volunteers.
Second, our Project will be transformed by the quantity and the quality of what we
offer.
Quantity: Two signal boxes for the price of one! – Romsey and Cowley Bridge. Two
exhibition buildings – the new one giving us much needed space not just for Cowley
Bridge, but also space for themed displays for special events, and a proper space for
merchandise.
Quality: The quality of the restoration of the Signal Box – inside and soon the
outside too. The sheer quality and visual attractiveness of the Cowley Bridge exhibit. But
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also, and here I must refer to the excellent conducted tour of the St Albans Signal Box
site we had during our social visit three weeks ago, we need to ensure good planning so
that our visitors get the most out of a visit that will be, not just Romsey Signal Box and
the Visitor Centre, but rather more to see across the site.
There will be many challenges ahead – not least, we very much need to get the
funding for the new building. But when it comes to Romsey Signal Box I’m no bear; I’m a
bull - and I’m bullish about the future. I hope you are too.
4. Signal Box Works [David Trewern], being represented by Keith Phillips
PAINTING
As most of you will know, Keith and I have now finished redecorating the inside of the
signal box. At this point I should mention that we did have help from Peter whenever he
was available.
We had a problem before we even started the job – that was – “how far do we go?”
We could spend weeks and weeks on it and get everything looking pristine, but would
that really be appropriate? The box is very old and so too much filler and making good
perhaps would not be fitting. It was therefore decided between all of us that we should
not go too far, in order to keep things authentic.
Despite this “not going too far” approach, a great deal of work, time and money has
gone into the task. This has been very willingly given by us all. I hope you will all agree
that the end result is very pleasing. The finishing touch has been the new flooring, which
really sets the box off. I feel we should all give Peter a vote of thanks for that.
I think I speak for all three of us involved when I ask if everyone could please try to
look after the decoration inside the box. I don’t think any of us want to go through all
that work again for quite a long time.
I hope you all approve of our efforts!
Keith and I have now moved on to the outside of the box. As you know we
completed one side last year, which is holding up very well. We are now on the second
side and hope to complete as much of the outside as possible this summer. Again, we
are putting a lot of effort into this, giving it a great deal of preparation. The outside
needs to be as watertight as possible as well as looking presentable. It’s no good doing
the inside if the rain gets through from the outside to ruin all our hard work. We are
burning off the old paint where appropriate and then preparing the bare timber with
knotting, filler and primer as required. This is then followed by the undercoat and gloss
paints.
We are particularly keen to get the signal box looking its best, as it is the main focus
of the site.
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MEMBERS BOOKLET...
Some of you may know that I am producing a booklet for members, especially new
ones. This is to include useful, interesting and important information. I am producing
this with assistance from Peter. We were hoping to present it at this AGM but other
commitments have delayed a few sections I am waiting for. As soon as I have the
information I am waiting for I will complete it and send to Peter for his approval.
MAINTENANCE...
My normal maintenance role has taken a back seat for a few months during our
closure. This is because of the painting works, which has obviously been top priority.
A couple of days ago on Thursday I did carry out my planned maintenance schedule.
For those who knew the points were not working properly, I’m pleased to report that all
is now fine. After a few hours on this long overdue maintenance schedule, all is now as
it should be, and running smoothly. When the decorating is completed and I can
dedicate more of my time to my maintenance role, I have much to do – Locking frame to
thoroughly clean and lubricate, Pulley frames, pulleys and levers to overhaul and paint,
etc, etc.
I am hoping that when the day finally arrives for our grand re-opening, everything will
be looking tip top and extremely presentable.
RECENT VISIT TO THE MID HANTS AND ST ALBANS...
I would like to thank everyone who helped to arrange this delightful day out,
particularly Dick for the use of the minibus and for driving (it wasn’t too scary!) and Peter
for the drink at St Albans (Mine wasn’t too bad Pete, I only had a Coke!). I’m sure I’m
right in saying a good time was had by all.
St Albans was particularly interesting. What a well run and well presented piece of
industrial heritage. I hope we can pick up a few pointers from their expertise.
I hope we can arrange more visits in the future and have more people visit us.
Members booklet – discussion re include item re younger members and re demos
5. Cowley Bridge Junction – progress and plans [Peter/Dick]
Peter reported that he and Dick had visited Alan Johnstone on 22nd June and that
Cowley Bridge in now working and close to being able to be released to us at Romsey.
Alan has connected the installation to temporary block instruments, while the main
instruments were being restored (this is now complete and the instruments returned to
Alan) and we were able to see the installation working – including the signal box diagram
lights and the signal and point repeaters. There are still a few operational issues, but the
basic function is working.
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Dick has acquired a sturdy table and this was trialed for fit to the Cowley Bridge
installation. We now need to resolve some transportation issues, including fitting castors
to the table legs and deciding how best to transport the heavy lever frame.
Members once again thank Alan for his tremendous commitment to this project, which
is now coming to a conclusion.
6. Developments involving the Trust/New Exhibition Building (Dick/James)
Not much change re developments involving the Trust. Dick and James have worked
hard on developing the specification for the new exhibition building. James surveyed the
site around the proposed building area. Our starting point was that we needed the
largest building we could acquire and the best quality, given that it will house a high
quality exhibit – Cowley Bridge – together with further exhibition and merchandise space.
Dick has sourced potential suppliers, one of which is particularly recommended re
meeting the spec and delivering a robust quality product, and has applied for funding to
Test Valley Borough Council and the Heritage Lottery Fund. He will report back on the
outcome.
Ken asked whether they have asked us to account for the balance of funding. Dick
replied that he has submitted details showing significant co-funding via Croudace for the
concrete base, and for the electrics, together with our volunteer input.
James is working on planning permission re ‘regularizing’ the whole site in light of
these developments.
The bridge over the canal is expected to be erected end of July.
The Plaza gates should be available for us end of August. One large gate will suffice
for the new main entrance; the side gate will be used for the current entrance.
There is no permission yet to open the pathway.
Dick thanked those who had written letters in support of our funding applications, and
noted the usefulness of letters from Steve Hailes, as an ex-senior Director in Network
Rail, and Prof. Peter Shoolingin-Jordan, Chairman of the Trust.
Dick touched on the proposed concept re visitor experience – that visitors are
met/greeted under the veranda of the new building, taken to the signal box where they
are handed over, then later they will go through the new building to the Cowley Bridge
exhibit, and finally through the merchandise/sales area (we acknowledge the excellent
guided tour of the site offered at St Albans Signal Box).
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7. Financial Report [Dick]
Dick noted that the assets are being reviewed re more realistic cover. The asset
register produced recently has resulted in an upward total valuation of our various
artefacts. We are awaiting an answer re our insurance premium re items listed as
‘irreplaceble’.
The amount recovered in 2013-14 via Gift Aid was noted, and a further £200 is
already recoverable for 2014-15.
There is still an unresolved issued re disconnection/connection of the electric supply.
The financial report was accepted.
8. Membership Report [Neil Kearns]
Neil reported that the membership for 2013 was 49. So far this year 24 member have
paid up. Neil will contact remaining members asking them to renew.
The membership report was accepted.
9. Site Report [Gavin]
Gavin reported that volunteers have moved the compost heap, the little shed, put turf
down, installed a water butt and generally kept the site tidy.
Work to restore the exterior of the signal box and the level crossing gates has started.
Signal ladders and a mechanical facing point lock are being produced. Some sleepers
have been replaced. We are seeking to acquire some long handle levers to replace some
of the (incorrect for the restoration) short handle levers; also to reposition and renovate
the ground frame. The site report was accepted.
10. Signal and Telegraph Report [Steve Hailes]
Since the last AGM, the S&T group has only met once at Romsey (in September
2013). That working party successfully completed the installation work to drive the
second colour light signal head (No. 1), albeit with a temporary feed set for one of the
aspects. We now have a fairly small wish list of jobs to do to enhance the display,
although now that Simon Cooper has acquired some stocks of proper signal cable we can
replace various lengths of telecoms and electronics systems cables which have been used
to get the exhibits up and running.
Simon has also managed to acquire a Western Region style four aspect signal head,
and we have also been fortunate to take possession of a 3 aspect searchlight signal. We
have aspirations to get these working within the Pavilion or Visitor Centre to show the
visitors the way colour light signalling works.
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As usual a certain amount of fault rectification has been required over the intervening
period; many faults being traced to problems within the simulator console. Unfortunately
the lesson for us all is that the simulator wiring is fragile and needs to be treated
carefully. It would be helpful if faults could be reported promptly to me, but we could
also do with having someone amongst those who attend more regularly than we do who
could investigate and fix at least some of the more straight-forward faults.
The S&T dept. continues to be run by Steve Hailes and, as ever, I'm grateful for the
support of Simon Cooper and Stuart Jones (plus, of course, Peter Chatfield), and those of
you who undertake the mechanical installation work on the exhibit signals in our
absence. It is possible that Mike Walshaw may be able to resume his interest in Romsey
as the work on the Swanage Railway connection to the main line network draws to its
conclusion, and the group would welcome other offers of help.
The S&T report was accepted.
11. Young Members [Jamie]
Jamie commented that it had been another great year and that the younger members
– Tom, Josh, Ben, Matthew - look forward to the next year.
The Young Members’ report was accepted.
12. Election of Committee
George Cooper did not wish to stand for re-election. The Friends’ expressed their
gratitude to George for his involvement on the Committee.
Dick suggested that Jamie might wish to stand. Peter noted that, not only has Jamie
made a strong active contribution to the Project, he has also been thinking ‘strategically’
about the future of the Project, and would make an excellent contribution as a
Committee member.
The Committee offered themselves for re-election (or election) as follows:
Peter Chatfield - Chairman
Ted Mason
- Trust Liaison Officer
James Laffeaty - Trust Liaison Officer
Dick Hewett
- Treasurer
Neil Kearns
- Membership Secretary
Gavin Brooker - Site Manager
Jamie Brooker - Member Without Portfolio (Elected)
The Committee was elected/re-elected as above unanimously.
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13. Next Steps during Closure Period [Dick, Peter, and discussion]
In sum: September is proposed as the month for us to address ‘the 3 S’s’: security,
site, and strategy. This will be after we know the outcome of our application for funding
of the new building. Peter to organize meeting arrangements.
14.



Diary Dates for the next Year
Romsey Festival La Ronde Garden Event: Sunday 13th July



150th Anniversary of Andover-Redbridge, Romsey as a junction, and circa 150
years since Romsey Signal Box opened: March 2015 (tbc). This would tie-in
with the Romsey Model Railway Exhibition. Dick will speak with Paul Allwood
re this, and will also contact other potential parties, e.g. First Great Western.



Proposed visit to Swanage Railway. Dick has discussed this with Roger. This
would include an all-day rover with visits to the signal boxes.



Possible future visits include to IoW Railway and to Gloucs & Warks Railway.

15. AOB
 The possibility of train sounds via software was discussed.


In August, Romsey SB is one of the charities featured in Waitrose.



Friends’ are to be aware that the Risk Assessment for the site has been
updated – all please to read this.



Keith asked about us advertising at Romsey Railway Station – to be looked at.



Discussion re professionalism of St Albans re badges/’corporate’ shirts.



Noted that tea/coffee and basic refreshments can be provided without
needing to be registered with local authority.



Discussion re possibility of charging re our 6 allocated parking spaces.

Date of next AGM Is yet to be confirmed
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19th Of October 2014

Romsey Signal Box Trip to the
Swanage Railway (Contact The
Chairman for details) Transport is
free, the only cost will be a train
ticket and if you wish to buy lunch.

7th of March 2015

Suggested open day date for
celebrating the 150th anniversary
of the opening of the Sprat and
Winkle Line. (Provisional)

We are pleased to report that works will be ongoing at Romsey Signal
Box during 2014/15 and, despite being closed to regular public open days, we
plan to open for a few special events and a limited number of operating/
demonstration sessions during the year - details will be announced as soon as
these are confirmed. The Signal Box will be open for volunteers to
undertake various works to the site with a core program of opening for
volunteers of the first Sunday each month, core hours 10am - 3pm.
Please note that members who are not regular volunteers are welcome
to visit the Signal Box on the work days. Because parking and access through
the housing estate to the Signal Box is now difficult, and the fact we wish to
respect local residents, we can only accommodate this by prior notice to
Peter, Dick, Neil, or Gavin (see contact at the front). This is so we can give you
the latest information about parking arrangements and how to access our site
via the new entrance.
We are unable to offer demonstrations
of the Signal Box on these dates.
We hope you enjoyed this edition, and look
forward to seeing you when we re-open.
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